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INTRODUCTION
The notion of total reflection order was introduced by Dyer in the
context of his study of reflection subgroups in Coxeter systems and its
further developments regarding Hecke algebras and the related
w xKazhdan]Lusztig theory. The definition is introduced in 5 in terms of
dihedral reflection subgroups and it is shown to be equivalent to the
 .following: if W, S is a Coxeter system and D denotes its root system in
the geometric representation, then a total order on Dq is a total reflection
order if it satisfies the following ``convexity'' condition:
if a , b , ca q db g Dq, with c, d g RG 0, and a - b , then a F ca q
w xdb F b. This notion has interesting applications: for instance Dyer 5 and
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w xBrenti 3 give, respectively, formulas for the R-polynomials and the
Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomials involving total reflection orders. It seems
therefore desirable to have a simple and as explicit as possible description
of orderings of this kind and in particular of their sections; this question
w xhas already been raised in the literature: see, e.g., 1, 7.3 . The goal of this
paper is to approach the problem in the affine case, i.e., when W is an
affine Weyl group and D is the corresponding root system. Our main
result is the following statement, which will be proved in Section 5.
THEOREM. Let X : Dq be finite. There exists a total reflection order -
q  q .on D such that X is a section of D , - , if and only if there exist a
 .  .parabolic subsystem R of D, and w, ¨ g W R , such that X s wN ¨ .R
 .  . Here W R denotes the Weyl group of R and N ¨ s a g R lR
q < y1 . 4D ¨ a - 0 . Remark, in particular, that the finite sections are com-
pletely characterized. Moreover, we are able to describe R in terms of X
 .Corollary 5.5 . Finally, in Section 6, we deduce from the previous result
necessary and sufficient conditions for a total order of a finite section to
be induced by a total reflection order.
Since we are in the affine case, to get the result we exploit the
well-known structure theory for D: i.e., D and the W-action on it can be
completely described in terms of a finite root system D and a W-stable0
 .vector d the ``fundamental imaginary root'' of Kac]Moody theory . In-
deed, we generalize to the affine case some basic combinatorial objects
which are well-understood in the finite case: this leads to the analysis of
the notion of compatible sets in Dq. This is the fundamental technical tool
used in the paper, and it is introduced through two combinatorial condi-
 .tions see Definition w in Section 3 . First we point out, collecting some
known results, that the class of finite compatible sets coincides with the
one of finite initial sections of total reflection orders and in turn with the
 .  . one of the already mentioned sets of the form N w ' N w s b gD
q < y1 . 4D w b - 0 , w g W.
We then analyze the connections between infinite compatible sets and a
 .certain ``infinite version'' of the sets of type N w . We prove the following
theorem, which seems to be of interest in itself:
THEOREM. Let L be compatible. Then there exist ¨ , t g W such that t is a
 .  .  .  k .  `.translation, l ¨t s l ¨ q l t , and L s D N ¨t ' N ¨t .k G 0
This is the most technical result of the paper: it is proved through a
series of lemmas in the third section. Some of these results already
w x w x w xappeared in weaker form in 9 , 10 , and 11 : we offer here shorter proofs
and improved statements.
Turning to the original problem, we fix a total reflection order of Dq
 .and we study its maximal initial section C D of type v. We prove that
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 .  .C D is an infinite compatible set; moreover C D turns out to share the
following key property: up to adding canonically a finite set of roots, the
 .  .  .complement of C D j y C D in D is an affine root system R D of
 .qlower rank. Moreover the restriction to R D of the original total
reflection order is still a total reflection order. This allows us to determine
inductively the structure of the order, which turns out to be a shuffle of a
finite sum of ordered sets of type v and a finite sum of ordered sets of
 .  .type yv. Our main theorem is proved first for C D Lemma 5.3 and
 .then, inductively, in the general case Theorem 5.4 .
In the first section we recollect some basic facts about affine root
systems: we give detailed definitions even for well-known notions, since we
need to use possibly reducible root systems and this implies some subtle
differences with irreducible case.
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
N, Zq, Z= will denote the sets of nonnegative, positive, and nonzero
integer numbers, respectively.
For any pair of sets A and B, A _ B denotes the set difference of A
 .  .and B, and A q B denotes the symmetric difference A j B _ A l B
of A and B. C s A " B means C s A j B and A l B s B. Remark that
A q B s A j B if and only if A l B s B, and in such a case A q B s
A " B.
Let D be a finite crystallographic reduced root system of rank l in a0
  . .euclidean space V dim V s l and W the Weyl group of D . The affine0 0 0 0
root system D associated with D and its Weyl group W can be described0
w xfrom D and W as follows 7, 6.3 .0 0
Set V s V [ Rd [ Rm. Extend the inner product of V to a nondegen-0 0
 .erate bilinear form ?, ? on V setting
d H V m H V , d , m s 1; .0 0
take
<D s a q kd a g D , k g Z . 40
D is the affine root system associated to D . D is clearly independent of the0
particular choice of d and m, up to root system isomorphisms. We call
``finite'' the roots of D lying in D .0
If D is irreducible, D is the real root system of an affine Kac]Moody0
1. w xLie algebra of type X 7, 1.1 .l
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Roots are nonisotropic vectors. For any b g D let s denote theb
reflection in b. The Weyl group W of D is the group generated by all the
 .s , b g D; D is W-invariant and ?, ? is W-invariant. W acts faithfully onb
V [ Rd .0
Fix a set of positive roots Dq of D ; then0 0
q < q < q qD s a q kd a g D , k g N j a q kd ya g D , k g Z 4  40 0
is the corresponding set of positive roots for D. As usual, for any a g D,
a ) 0 means a g Dq.
 4 qIf D is irreducible, P s a , . . . , a is the set of simple roots of D ,0 0 1 l 0
and u is the highest root of D , as usual we put a s yu q d , and0 0
 4 qP s a j P . Then P is the set of simple roots for D , i.e., P is a basis0 0
of V [ Rd , and any root in Dq is a linear combination with nonnegative0
 4integral coefficients of P. Moreover, if we put s s s , and S s s , . . . , s ,i a 0 li
 . w xthen W, S is a Coxeter system, indeed of affine type 6, 6.6 . W admits an
affine representation, indeed it is naturally isomorphic to the affine Weyl
w xgroup associated with W 2, VI, 2 . W can be identified with the subgroup0 0
of W generated by the reflections s , with a g D ; in the irreducible case,a 0
Ï 4this is the standard parabolic subgroup generated by s , . . . , s . Let Q be1 l
the coroot lattice of D . Then W is isomorphic to the semidirect product0
Ï ÏW ( W h Q; Q corresponds to the abelian normal subgroup of the0
Ï  . < 4  .``translations'' of W, t t t g Q ; the action of t t on V [ Rd is given0
 . .  .  .by t t x s x y t , x d . Through the affine representation, t t maps to
the translation by t .
 .  < :For any R : D let W R s s b g R . We say that R is a subsystemb
 .of D if it is W R -invariant. Let R be any subsystem of D . Then0 0
<R s b q kd b g R , k g Z 40
is clearly a subsystem of D and it is the affine root system associated with
R . We shall call a system of type R q Zd , with R a subsystem of D , an0 0 0 0
affine subsystem of D.
D is called reducible if it is the disjoint union of two mutually orthogonal
subsystems; otherwise it is called irreducible. If D s R1. j R2. with R1.,0 0 0 0
R2. mutually orthogonal subsystems, and R1., R2. are the associated0
affine subsystems, then D s R1. j R2., and R1., R2. are mutually or-
thogonal. Conversely, if D s R1. j R2., with R1. and R2. mutually
orthogonal, then R i. is the affine subsystem associated with R i. s D l0 0
R i., for i s 1, 2, and R1. and R2. are mutually orthogonal subsystems of0 0
D . In particular D is irreducible if and only if D is. If D s D1. j ??? jD s.0 0
with the D i. pairwise orthogonal irreducible subsystems, then we call the
D i. the irreducible components of D. The irreducible components of D are
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clearly the affine root systems associated with the irreducible components
of D . The Weyl group W of D is the direct product of the Weyl groups0
  i..  i.  i.W D , i s 1, . . . , s; in particular it is a Coxeter group. Let P and P0
 i.  i.   i.q  i.be the simple roots of D and D , respectively with respect to D s D0
q.  i.  i.l D ; set P s D P , and P s D P . P is the set of simple roots of0 i 0 i 0
D ; we call the roots in P the finite simple roots of D; P is the set of0 0
simple roots of D, and D s W P; remark that P is in general a linearly
 < 4dependent set. Let S s s a g P ; S is a set of Coxeter generators ofa
 .W. For each w g W, l w denotes the length of w with respect to S.
2. TOTAL REFLECTION ORDERS
If - is a total order on a set X, x g X, and A, B : X, then x - A and
A - B mean x - a ;a g A, and a - b ;a g A, ;b g B, respectively.
 .DEFINITION. Given a linearly ordered set X, - , a subset C of X is
called a section of X if there are subsets A and B of X such that
X _ C s A j B and A - C - B. C is called an initial section if A can be
chosen void, that is, if C - X _ C.
 .  .Also, we say that a sequence x , . . . , x , . . . is an initial section of1 n
 .  4  .  .X,- if x , . . . , x , . . . is an initial section of X, - and x - ??? -1 n 1
x - ??? .n
DEFINITION. A total order - on Dq is called a total reflection order
if it satisfies the following property:
if a , b , ca q db g Dq, with c, d g QG 0, and a - b then a F ca q
db F b.
For any subsystem R of D , we take Rqs R l Dq as the set of0 0 0 0 0
positive roots of R . Correspondingly, we take Rqs Dql R as the set of0
positive roots of the affine associated subsystem. Then, if - is a total
reflection order on Dq, the restriction of - to Rq is clearly a total
reflection order on Rq.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that D is reducible, and D s D1. j D2., with
the D i. mutually orthogonal affine subsystems. If - is a linear order on Dq,
  i..qand - denotes the restriction of - to D , for i s 1, 2, then - is ai
total reflection order on Dq if and only if - is a total reflection order oni
  i..qD .
Proof. We already noticed that if - is a total reflection order on Dq,
  i..qand - denotes the restriction of - to D , i s 1, 2, then - is ai i
  i..qtotal reflection order on D . Conversely, the convexity condition is
  i..q  1..q  2..qsatisfied in D , i s 1, 2; moreover, if a g D , b g D , c, d g
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QG 0, then ca q db is a root only if it is equal to a or to b , hence the
convexity condition for a and b is vacuous.
If X s X " ??? " X , - is a linear order on X for i s 1, . . . , n, and1 s i i
- is a linear order on X such that the restriction of - to X is - , theni i
we say that - is a shuffle of - , . . . , - . By Proposition 2.1 any total1 s
reflection order on Dq is a shuffle of total reflection orders on its
irreducible components.
3. COMPATIBLE SETS
DEFINITION. For any w g W, we set
q <N w s b g D l s w - l w , .  .  . 4b
N " w s N w j y N w . .  .  .
 .N w is uniquely determined by w. Note that
l s w - l w m l wy1s - l w m wy1 b - 0. .  .  .  . .b b
This proves the first assertion of the following proposition; the second
 w x.statement is well known see, e.g., 6, 1.7 .
PROPOSITION 3.1.
q < y1N w s a g D w a - 0 ; 1 4 .  .  .
if w s s ??? s is a reduced expression of w, with s s s , b g P, then1 k i b ii
N w s b , s b , . . . , s ??? s b ; 2 4 .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 ky1 k
 . <  . <in particular l w s N w .
 .Remark '. Using 1 , it is easily verified that, for each ¨ , w g W,
" . " . " . N ¨w s N ¨ q ¨N w where q denotes the symmetric differ-
.  .  .  .  .ence . Then, as a consequence of 2 , we have that l ¨w s l ¨ q l w
 .  .  .if and only if N ¨ : N ¨w ; in such a case N ¨w is the disjoint union
 .  .  .N ¨w s N ¨ " ¨N w .
We fix some more notation.1
D [ D j Z=d , Dq [ Dqj Zqd .
1 The following is the definition of what is usually called ``root system'' for the Kac]Moody
Lie algebra associated with an affine untwisted generalized Cartan matrix. D is, up to
w xadjusting root lengths, a root system in the sense of Deodhar 4 .
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For a g D set0
< q 4a q nd n g N , if a g D ,0
a [ q q < 4a q md m g Z , if ya g D .0
w x qDEFINITION w 9 . L : D is said to be compatible if it verifies the
following conditions:
 .I if a , b g L and a q b g D, then a q b g L;
 . qII if a q b g L and a , b g D , then a g L or b g L.
The previous conditions can be expressed entirely in terms of D and d . In
 .  .  .fact it is easily seen that I is equivalent to the following Ia and Ib , and
 .  .  .II is equivalent to IIa and IIb :
 .Ia if a , b g L and a q b g D, then a q b g L,
 . qIIa if a q b g L and a , b g D , then a g L or b g L,
 .  .Ib if a l L / B then ya l L s B a g D ,0
 . qIIb if a q kd g L then a q hd g L for each 0 F h F k if a g D0
and for each 0 - h F k if a g yDq.0
w xDEFINITION. Following 5 , we denote by A the set of all initial sections
of all total reflection orders on Dq, taken as unordered sets.
w x qPROPOSITION 3.2 5, 8 . If L ; D is finite, then the following conditions
are equi¨ alent:
 .i L is compatible.
 .  .ii L s N w for some w g W.
 .iii L g A.
 .  . w x w xThe equivalence ii m iii is proved in 5, 2.11 . In 8, Sect. 3, Thm. it is
proved that if D is a finite crystallographic root system and L is finite,
 .  .  .then ii is equivalent to: ``L verifies Ia and IIa .'' However, as is
observed in the remark below that theorem, the proof works for finite
subsets of any crystallographic root system in which the only indecompos-
able roots are the simple ones. This last property is always verified if D has
 .rank greater than 1; moreover it is easily seen that N w is compatible, for
 .any w g W, independently of the rank, and that, if rk D s 1, any compat-
 .ible set is associated with some N w .
DEFINITION. Let L be a compatible set. A total order $ on L is
called a compatible order if it verifies the following conditions:
 .a If l , m , l q m g L and l $ m , then l $
l q m $ m.
 . qb If l q m g L, l, m g D , and m f L, then l g L and l $
l q m.
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 .Remarks. 1 Any fixed reduced expression w s s ??? s , s s s ,1 k i b i
 .  .b g P, induces on N w a total order, as follows: for a , g g N w seti
 .  .a - g if a s s ??? s b , g s s ??? s b with 1 F p - q F k. Such1 py1 p 1 qy1 q
an order is compatible; moreover, if L is a finite compatible set, then any
compatible order on L is induced by a reduced expression of the unique
 . w xelement w g W such that L s N w 8, Sect. 2, Thm. ; thus any order on
 .N w , as an initial section of some total reflection order, is induced by
some reduced expression of w.
 . q2 Assume given a total reflection order - on D and let L be a
finite initial section. If we change the ordering on L with any other
compatible order, and leave - unchanged on Dq_ L, we still obtain a
q  .total reflection order on D . It follows that any compatible order on N w
q  .arises as the restriction of some total reflection order on D , having N w
as an initial section.
Let A denote the set of all finite initial sections of all total reflection0
orders on Dq taken as unordered sets; then, by the previous proposition,
A is the set of all finite compatible sets of Dq. There is a bijection0
between W and A ; moreover there is a bijection between the finite initial0
q  .sections of D , taken as ordered sets w.r.t. compatible orders , and the
reduced expressions of the elements of W. The former bijection can be
made explicit as follows.
Remark. Given a finite initial section g - ??? - g of some total1 k
 4  . reflection order, then g , . . . , g s N w with w s s ??? s this is not1 k g gk 1
.of course a reduced expression, the g s are not in general simple roots .i
DEFINITION. Let L ; Dq, w g W. We say that L is associated with w if
 .  .  .L s N w . Let t, w g W be such that t is a translation and l wt s l w
 .q l t . We define
N wt` s N wt n . .  .D
ngN
q `  `.We say that L ; D is associated with wt if L s N wt .
 n.  nq1.We remark that if t is a translation, then N t ; N t for each
 `.  n.n g N; hence N t is the increasing union of compatible sets D N t ;ng N
 .  .  .therefore it is compatible. Moreover, if l wt s l w q l t , then, for
 n.  .  n.  n.  .  n.each n g N, l wt s l w q l t and N wt s N w " wN t :
 .  nq1.  nq1.  `.N w " wN t s N wt ; it follows that N wt is an increasing
union of compatible sets and therefore it is compatible.
LEMMA 3.3. Let t, ¨ g W and assume that t is a translation. Then there
 nq1.  n.  .exists n g N such that l ¨t s l ¨t q l t .
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 nq1.  n.  .Proof. For each n g N we have l ¨t s l ¨t q l t if and only if
n Ï .  .¨t maps each root in N t in a positive root. Assume t s t t , with t g Q,
 . y1 .  .  .and b g N t . Then we have t b s b q t , b d - 0, therefore t , b
n .  .- 0; thus for each n g N, t b s b y n t , b d - 0. Moreover, since
 y1 .  .N ¨ is finite, we can choose an n g N such that, for each b g N t ,
n .  y1 . n .  nq1.t b f N ¨ and hence ¨t b ) 0. For such an n we get l ¨t s
n .  .l ¨t q l t .
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let t, w g W. Assume that t is a translation and that
 .  .  . ql wt s l t q l w . Then there exists a total reflection order on D ha¨ing
 `.N wt as an initial section.
 `.Proof. First we prove that, for each translation r, N r is an initial
w xsection of some total reflection order. By 5, 2.11 , it suffices to prove that
y1 .. qthere exists a linear functional w : V ª R such that w 0, q` l D s
` Ï .  .  .  .N r . Let r s t t , with t g Q. We put w x s y t , x for each x g V;
q  .  `.  `.then, for each x g D , w x - 0 if and only if x g N r . Thus N r is
 `.  .  `. w x  `.an initial section. Now N wt s N w q wN t , hence, by 5, 2.7 , N wt
is an initial section.
w x qDEFINITION 10, 3.1 . Let X, Y : D . We define0
< < q 4  4L s b q kd b g X , k g N j yg q hd g g Y , h g Z .X , Y
LEMMA 3.5. Let L be any compatible set, a , b , g g D , g s a q b. If0
a , b : L, then g : L; if g : L, then a : L or b : L.
 .Proof. By IIb , for any b g D , we have b : L if only if b l L is0
infinite. For any k g Zq, we have g q 2kd s a q kd q b q kd . Assume
a , b : L. Then, by convexity, for any k g Zq, g q 2kd g L, since a q kd
and b q kd lie in L. By the previous remark g ; L. Now assume g ; L.
 . qBy IIa , for any k g Z , a q kd or b q kd lies in L. It follows that, for
at least one of a and b , a q kd or b q kd lies in C for infinitely many k
qin Z ; thus, by our previous remark, a or b is included in L.
DEFINITION. Let L be a compatible set in Dq. We define the finite and
the affine residual systems of L in D and D as0
<R L s b g D b­ L and yb ­ L , .  40 0
<R L s b q kd k g Z, b g R L . 4 .  .0
DEFINITION. We say that a subsystem R of D is standard parabolic if0 0
P l R is a basis for R . We say that R is parabolic if R s ¨RX for0 0 0 0 0 0
some standard parabolic subsystem RX and ¨ g W .0 0
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 .We remark that R is parabolic if and only if R s D l Span R ;0 0 0 0
moreover, if R is parabolic, then every basis of R can be extended to a0 0
 w x.basis of D see 2, VI, 1.7 Prop. 24 .0
q  .LEMMA 3.6. Let L be a compatible set in D and let R s R L and0 0
 .R s R L be the residual systems of L. Then R , R are subsystems of D , D,0 0
respecti¨ ely.
Proof. It suffices to prove that R is a subsystem of D . By definition0 0
R s yR ; thus is suffices to prove that, for each a and b in R , if0 0 0
 w x.a q b g D then a q b g R cf. 2, VI, 1.7 . So assume a , b g R and0 0 0
g s a q b g D . If g : L, then by Lemma 3.5, either a : L or b : L,0
hence, by definition, a f R or b f R : contrary to the assumption.0 0
Hence g ­ L; similarly yg ­ L, hence g g R .0
LEMMA 3.7. Let L be compatible in Dq and assume that there exists
q  .Z : D such that L s L . Then R s R L is a standard parabolic0 Z, B 0 0
subsystem of D .0
Proof. We prove that, for each a and b in Dq, if a q b g R , then0 0
both a and b belong to R . This clearly implies that P l R is a basis0 0 0
for the root system R . If a g R , then, since R is a root system and0 0 0
therefore it is closed, b g R , too. So assume a , b f R . Then a , b g Z,0 0
so we have a , b : L and, by Lemma 3.5, a q b : L: a contradiction.
 .  .Proposition 3.8. Let L be a compatible set, R s R L , R s R L ,0 0
L9 s L l R. Then L9 is finite and compatible in R. There exist unique X,
Y : Dq, compatible in Dq, such that L is compatible in Dq and0 0 X , Y
L s L " L9.X , Y
 q < 4  q < 4Proof. Let X s a g D a : L and Y s b g D yb: L . Then,0 0
clearly, L s L " L9 with L9 finite. By Lemma 3.5 we get directly thatX , Y
X and Y are compatible as subsets of Dq. Now we prove that L is0 X , Y
compatible. Assume a q kd , b q hd g L , with a and b finite roots.X , Y
Then a , b : L . If a q kd q b q hd g Dq, then g s a q b g D , andX , Y 0
by Lemma 3.5, g : L ; it follows, in particular, a q kd q b q hd gX , Y
L . Similarly, if a q kd q b q hd g L , then a q kd g L or b qX , Y X , Y X , Y
hd g L ; therefore L is compatible.X , Y X , Y
Finally we prove that L9 is compatible in R. First we notice that L9
 .  .satisfies conditions Ib and IIb of Definition w, since L does; moreover
 .  .L9 satisfies Ia , since L satisfies Ia . Assume a q b g L9, with a ,
b g Rq. Then a g L or b g L, so a g L9 s L l R or b g L9 s L l R;
 .this proves IIa , hence L9 is compatible.
Remark. Note that the set L9 in the above proposition, though closed,
is not in general compatible in Dq.
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q  .PROPOSITION 3.9. Let L be compatible in D . Then R L is a parabolic0
subsystem of D .0
 .Proof. Let L s L9 " L , as in Proposition 3.8. Clearly R L sX , Y 0
 .  .R L . Since Y is compatible, there exists ¨ g W such that Y s N ¨ .0 X , Y 0
y1 . q y1Set Z s ¨ X j y Y : remark that Z : D and that ¨ L s L ;0 X , Y Z, B
 . y1  . y1  .clearly R L s ¨ R L . Then by Lemma 3.7, ¨ R L is standard0 Z, B 0 0
 .parabolic and thus R L is parabolic.0
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let R be a proper parabolic subsystem of D . Then0 0
there exists a translation t g W such that R is the finite residual system of the0
 `.compatible set N t .
Ï  .Proof. Consider t g Q and let t t g W be the corresponding transla-
  .`.tion. Then the finite residual system of N t t is R if and only if0
q  . X Xt H R and t , a / 0 for each a f R . Assume R s uR with R0 0 0 0 0
 4standard parabolic; then we may assume that a , . . . , a , with m - l, is a1 m
X  4basis of R . Let v , . . . , v be the dual basis of P in V . Then clearly0 1 l 0 0
any positive linear combination of v , . . . , v is orthogonal to RX andmq 1 l 0
X Ïhas nonzero scalar product with any root outside R . Since Q has finite0
Ïindex in the lattice spanned by the v s, there exists a t g Q such thati
X  . X y1 . Xt H R and t , a / 0 for each a f R . Set t 9 s u t : then t H R ,0 0 0
 X .  .t , a / 0 for each a f R . Let t s t t 9 be the translation of vector t 90
` .in W: then N t has R as its finite residual system.0
q  .LEMMA 3.11. Let L be compatible in D and assume R L l L s B.
 `.Then there exists a translation t g W such that L s N t .
 . qProof. By assumption there exist unique X, Y : D , compatible in0
q  . y1 .D , such that L s L . Let Y s N u and set Z s u X j y Y ; then0 X , Y
y1  . y1u L s L and R L s u R is standard parabolic, by LemmaX , Y Z, B 0 Z, B 0
 4 y13.7. We may assume that a , . . . , a , with m - l, is a basis for u R .1 m 0
 4Let v , . . . , v be the dual basis of P in V . Then clearly any positive1 l 0 0
linear combination of v , . . . , v is orthogonal to uy1R and hasmq 1 l 0
Ïpositive inner product with any element of Z. Since Q has finite index in
Ï y1the lattice spanned by the v s, there exists a t g Q such that t H u Ri 0
 .  .  .and t , a ) 0 for each a g Z. Set t 9 s u t : then t 9 H R , t 9, a ) 00
 .  .for each a g X, and t 9, b - 0 for each b g Y. Let t s t yt 9 be the
` .translation of vector yt 9 in W; then L s N t .
THEOREM 3.12. Let L be compatible. Then there exist ¨ , t g W such that t
 .  .  .  `.is a translation, l ¨t s l ¨ q l t , and L s N ¨t .
 .Proof. Let R s R L , L9 s R l L; decompose L as L s L " L9,X , Y
according to Propositions 3.8. By Propositions 3.2 and 3.8, there exists
 .  .  .w g W R such that L9 s N w s N w l R. By Lemma 3.11, thereR
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 `. y1exists a translation r g W such that L s N r ; we set t s w rw. ByX , Y
 nq1.  n.  .Lemma 3.3 there exists n g N such that l wt s l wt q l t . We
n  .  .  .  `.put ¨ s wt , so that l ¨t s l ¨ q l t . We shall prove that L s N ¨t .
 .  . y1 .Let r s t r and t s t t ; then t s w r . It is easily seen that, for each
 `.  .  `.a g D , we have a : N r if and only if r, a - 0, and a l N r s B0
 .  `.  .  `.if and only if r, a G 0. We have N ¨t s N ¨ q ¨N t . Let us con-
 `.  `.  .  y1 . .sider ¨N t . Since a : N t if and only if t , a s w r , a s
  ..  `.  `.  `.r, w a - 0, we get ¨N t : N r s L and that L _ ¨N t isX , Y X , Y
 `.finite. Hence for a g D , a l ¨N t is infinite if and only if a l L is0 X , Y
 `.  `.infinite. Since N ¨t is compatible, this implies L : N ¨t ; moreover,X , Y
 .  .  .   . .if a g N ¨ _ R, then a g L . Thus N ¨ s N ¨ " N ¨ l L .X , Y R X , Y
y1 .  .Since R l L s B, we have r H R, and thus r b s r b s b forX , Y
n  .   n. n  ..each b g R. Therefore, since ¨ s r w, we get N ¨ s N r q r N wR
` .  .l R s N w s L9. It follows that N ¨t s L9 j L s L.R X , Y
Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 3.4 imply the following:
COROLLARY 3.13. Any compatible set is an initial section of some total
reflection order.
4. INITIAL SECTIONS OF TYPE v
Henceforth - is a fixed total reflection order on Dq.
F  q < 4DEFINITION. Set g s a g D a F g and define
q < FC D s g g D g is a finite set . 4 .
 . qIt is clear that C D is an initial section of D . Moreover, from the
 .definition, it follows that C D is well ordered by - .
LEMMA 4.1. Dq has a minimal and a maximal element with respect to
- . Moreo¨er such minimal and maximal elements are simple roots.
Proof. It is easily seen that, for any a g D , the convexity condition0
implies that either a F a - yaF ya q d or ya q d F ya- a F a ;
 q  q .. q q  q  qhence min D j yD q d s min D and max D s max D j yD q0 0 0 0
.. q qd . Moreover, if a g D is not simple, then there exist b , g g D , c,
d g QG 0 such that a s cb q dg , hence b - a or g - a ; it follows that
q qmin D and max D must be simple roots.
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. C D is an infinite initial section of - .
 .Proof. Put C s C D . It is clear that C is an initial section. By Lemma
4.1, C is nonempty. The convexity condition implies that, for a g Dq,0
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 .  .either a q kd - a q k q 1 d - ya q h q 1 d - ya q hd , for each
q  .  .k g N and h g Z , or ya q hd - ya q h q 1 d - a q k q 1 d -
a q kd , for each k g N and h g Zq. Assume, by contradiction, that C is
finite. We say that a root a g Dq has degree k if a s a q kd , a g D ,0 0 0
 .   . <and we denote by deg a the degree of a . Set k y 1 s max deg b b g
4  q <  . 4  q <  .C . Put X s b g D deg b G k q 2 and Y s b g D k F deg b
4F k q 1 . Then Y is finite, assume g s min Y. By the previous remark,0
for any b g X there exists g g Y such that g - b , hence g - b ; thus0
g - X. Since Dq_ X is finite, it follows that g F is finite, hence g g C: a0 0 0
contradiction, since C l Y s B.
 .Since C D is well ordered, its order type is v.
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. C D is a compatible set.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Put C s C D . We prove that C has properties Ia , Ib , IIa ,
 .and IIb , given in Definition w.
 .  .Ia and IIa . Assume a , b g C, g s a q b g D. We may assume
a - b ; then, by convexity, a - g - b. Since b F is finite, it follows that
F  .g is finite and therefore g g C; this proves Ia . Similarly, if g g C and
as above we assume a - b , then we get a g C.
 .  .Ib and IIb . Let b g D , b s b q kd g C. Assume, by contra-0 0 0
diction, g s yb q hd g C for some h. Then g F is a finite initial0
 .section, hence by Proposition 3.2, is compatible; therefore Ib holds for
g F and thus b f g F . Thus b ) g . But, similarly, we get g - b : a
 . Fcontradiction. This proves Ib . Similarly, b is compatible, hence it has
 .  .property IIb ; it follows that also C has property IIb .
DEFINITION. We define the finite and the affine residual systems of D,
 .  .with respect to the fixed total reflection order - , R D and R D , as the0
 .corresponding residual systems of C D . So
<R D s b g D b­ C D and yb ­ C D , .  .  . 40 0
<R D s b q kd k g Z, b g R D . 4 .  .0
Then we can directly apply the results of the previous section, thus
obtaining:
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.4. Let R s R D and R s R D be the residual systems0 0
 .of C D . Then R and R are subsystems of D and D, respecti¨ ely. Moreo¨er,0 0
R is a proper parabolic subsystem of D .0 0
We only remark that in the above proposition R turns out to be a0
 .proper subsystem since C D is infinite. Moreover, since R is parabolic,0
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its rank is less than that of D . From Theorem 3.12 we deduce:0
 .PROPOSITION 4.5. There exist ¨ , t g W such that t is a translation, l ¨t
 .  .  .  `.s l ¨ q l t , and C D s N ¨t .
5. FINITE SECTIONS
DEFINITION. Fix a total reflection order - on Dq. Set
D1 s D , C s C D1 ; Diq1 s R C , C s C Diq1 , .  .  .1 i iq1
opfor i G 1. Let D denote the root system D with the opposite order - ;
set
1 1 iq1 iq1D s D , C s C D ; D s R C , C s C D , .  . .1 i iq1
i ifor i G 1. D and D denote the corresponding finite subsystems of D .0 0 0
i i iy1 .LEMMA 5.1. i D and D are proper parabolic subsystems of D and0 0 0
iy1 i iD , respecti¨ ely, unless they are empty. In particular D and D are nonempty0
for finitely many is.
 . i  i.qii If D / B, then C is an infinite initial section of D w.r.t. thei
 i.q  i.qorder obtained restricting - to D ; moreo¨er C is compatible in D .i
Similar results hold for C and D .j j
 .iii For any i / j, C l C s B; moreo¨er C l C and C l C arei j i j i j
finite;
 .iv C - C _ C for each i - j.i j i
q .  .  .v D s D C j D C .i i i i
 .Proof. i follows from Proposition 4.4. Note that the restriction of -
 i.q  i.q  .to D is a total reflection order in D , so claim ii follows from
Proposition 4.3. By definition, C l Diq1 is finite for each i; since for j ) ii
we have D j : Di and C : D j, we get that C l C is finite; similarlyj i j
qC l C is finite. The convexity condition implies that, for each a g D ,i j 0
we have either
a q hd - a q h q 1 d and ya q k q 1 d - ya q kd .  .
or
ya q kd - ya q k q 1 d and a q h q 1 d - a q hd .  .
for each h g N and k g Zq. If a q hd g C for some h and i, theni
clearly the former condition is verified, while, if a q hd g C for some hj
and j, then the latter condition holds. It follows that C l C is empty fori j
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 .  .each i, j G 1. This concludes the proof of iii . iv is clear, since C is ani
 i.q  i.q  .initial section of D and C : D for j ) i. Finally we prove v . Byj
definition, we find inductively that, for each a g Dq , either one of a and0
ya is included in D C , or a g Di. Since Di is empty for i big enough,j- i j
q  .for each a g D , one and only one of the following holds: a : C for0 i
some i, or ya: C for some i; moreover, by symmetry, in the former casei
ya: C for some j; and in the latter a : C for some j. This concludesj j
the proof.
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that there exist x g C and y g C such that y - x.i j
i jThen D j D is parabolic subsystem of D .0 0 0
i jProof. Since D and D are parabolic subsystems of D , it suffices to0 0 0
i jprove that, for each a g D and b g D , neither a q b nor a y b is a0 0
i j F iroot. Assume a g D and b g D . First we notice that, since x lD is0 0
finite, there exists k* g Zq such that, for each k ) k*, a q kd - x and
ya q kd ) x. Similarly, there exists h* g Zq such that, for each k ) h*,
b q kd - y and yb q kd - y. We may assume, without loss of generality,
q  .  .that for each k g Z a q kd - a q k q 1 d - ya q k q 1 d - ya q
 .  .kd and b q kd - b q k q 1 d - yb q k q 1 d - yb q kd . Let k )
 4max h*, k* ; then, since y - x, we have
b q kd - yb q kd - a q kd - ya q kd .
Assume, by contradiction, g s a q b g D . Then, by convexity, b q kd -0
 .g q 2kd - a q kd . Now we have a q 3kd s g q 2kd q yb q kd and
g q 2kd - a q kd - a q 3kd , hence, again by convexity, g q 2kd -
a q 3kd - yb q kd . But, by assumption, yb q kd - a q kd - a q
3kd , a contradiction. Next assume g s a y b g D . Then, by convexity,0
yb q kd - g q 2kd - a q kd - a q 3kd ; but a q 3kd s g q 2kd q b
q kd , hence, again by convexity, if follows that g q 2kd - a q 3kd - b
q kd , a contradiction, since b q kd - a q kd - a q 3kd .
 4 qDEFINITION. Let X s x , . . . , x : D , w, ¨ g W. We say that X is1 n
 .  .associated with wN ¨ if X s wN ¨ .
Let ¨ s s ??? s , with s s s , b g P, be a reduced expression. We say1 n i b ii
 .  .that the sequence x , . . . , x is associated with wN ¨ , with respect to the1 n
 .reduced expression ¨ s s ??? s , if X s wN ¨ and x s wb , x s1 n 1 1 i
ws ??? s b for 2 F i F n.1 iy1 i
 . q  .  .Remark that the condition wN ¨ : D implies that l w¨ s l w q
 .l ¨ .
 4 qLEMMA 5.3. Let X s x , . . . , x : D . Then there exists a total reflec-1 n
q  .  .tion order on D such that x , . . . , x is a section of C D , if and only if1 n
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 .  .there exist w, ¨ g W such that x , . . . , x is associated with wN ¨ with1 n
respect to some reduced expression of ¨.
Proof. First assume that - is a total reflection order on D, and
 .  . Fthat x , . . . , x is a section of C D . Then x is a finite initial section,1 n n
F  .hence there exists w9 g W such that x s N w9 ; moreover there is a re-n
duced expression of w9, w9 s s ??? s , s s s , b g P, such that b -1 m i b i 1i
s ??? s b - s ??? s b , for i s 2 , . . . , m y 1. Then x s1 iy1 i 1 i iq1 1
s ??? s b ; . . . ; x s s ??? s b . Set ¨ s s ??? s and1 myn mynq1 n 1 my1 m mynq1 m
w s w9¨y1 s s ??? s ; remark that such expressions are reduced and1 myn
 .  .  .  .  .that l w¨ s l w9 s l w q l ¨ . Then x , . . . , x is associated to1 n
 .  .  .wN ¨ . Conversely assume that x , . . . , x is associated with wN ¨ for1 n
some ¨ , w g W with respect to the reduced expressions ¨ s s ??? s .1 n
 .  .  .  .  .  .Since l w¨ s l ¨ q l w , then X : N w¨ s N w " wN ¨ . Fix any
reduced expression w s sX ??? sX ; then there exists a total reflection order1 k
q  .- on D having N w¨ as initial section, with the order induced by the
reduced expression w¨ s sX ??? sX s ??? s ; by definition the order induced1 k 1 n
on X is x - ??? - x .1 n
Let R be a subsystem of D and R be its affine system. We recall that0 0
we always take Rq s R l Dq and Rqs R l Dq as the positive roots of0 0 0
 .R and R, respectively. Such choice determines a basis P R of R and,0
 .  .correspondingly, a set S R of Coxeter generators for W R , as described
 .in Section 1. For each w g W R we put
q < y1N w s a g R w a - 0 s N w l R . 4 .  .  .R
THEOREM 5.4. Let X : Dq be a nonempty finite set.There exists a total
q  q .reflection order - on D such that X is a section of D , - , if and only if
 .there exists a parabolic affine subsystem R of D, and w, ¨ g W R , such that
 .X s wN ¨ .R
 4 qProof. First assume that X s z , . . . , z is a section of D with1 k
 .respect to a fixed total reflection order - . Set X s X l D C and1 i i
 .X s X l D C ; by Lemma 5.1, X s X j X and X l X s B. Let2 i i 1 2 1 2
 4  4X s x , . . . , x , X s y , . . . , y , and assume x - x , y - y . Let1 1 n 2 1 m i iq1 i iq1
 < 4  .i s min j x g C ; since, by Lemma 5.1 iii , C - C _ C for each j ) i,1 j i j i
we have x g C for r s 1, . . . , n, otherwise C - x , and there would ber i i r
infinitely many elements between x and x , contrary to the assumptions.1 r
Thus X : C ; similarly, X ; C for some j. Now we remark that X is a1 i 2 j 1
section of C , if it is not empty, and X is a section of C , if it is not empty.i 2 j
i j .  .In such cases, by Lemma 5.3, there exist ¨ , w g W D and ¨ 9, w9 g W D
 .  .i jsuch that X s wN ¨ and X s w9N ¨ 9 . If X is empty, we get the1 D 2 D 2
i jthesis with R s D ; similarly, if X is empty, we get the thesis with R s D .1
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So we assume that both X and X are not empty. Let x g C be the1 2 i
successor of x in C and y g C be the predecessor of y in C , withn i j 1 j
i jrespect to - . Clearly we have y - x, hence, by Lemma 5.2, D j D is a
i jparabolic affine subsystem of D. We put R s D j D . Then ww9, ¨¨ 9 g R.
i j  .  .  .  .i jSince D H D , we have N ¨¨ 9 s N ¨ " N ¨ 9 ; moreover ww9N ¨¨ 9R D D R
 .  .i js wN ¨ " w9N ¨ 9 s X " X s X.D D 1 2
Conversely, assume that R is a parabolic affine subsystem of D. By
Lemma 5.3, there exists a total reflection order - on R having X as aR
section. By Proposition 3.10, there exists a compatible set L : Dq such
 `.that R is the residual system of L; L can be chosen of type N t , for a
suitable translation t g W. Now remark that Dq is a disjoint union
y1 ` . .L " R " L, where L s N t . By Proposition 3.4, there exist total
qreflection orders - and - on D having L and L as initial sections,L L
respectively. Then we define an ordering - on Dq as follows: - is -L
opo n L, - on R, and - , i.e., the opposite order of - , on L;R L L
moreover L - R - L. We claim that the previous relations define indeed
a total reflection order on Dq. Assume x, y, z g Dq, z s ax q by, a,
b g QG 0, x - y. If x, y g L, then x F y, thus x - z - y; in particu-L L L
lar z g L and x - z - y; similarly, if x, y g L, we get x - z - y. If
x, y g R, then, since R is parabolic, we also have z g R, hence x - z -R R
y and therefore x - z - y. Next assume x g L and y f L. Then since L is
an initial section for - , we have x - y. If z g L, then, by convexity,L L
we have x - z - y, hence x - z - y. If z g L, then x - z and, since LL L
is an initial section for - , we have y - z, hence x - z - y. If z g R,L L
then y f R, otherwise, since R is parabolic, x g R, contrary to the
assumptions; thus y g L, and, by definition, x - z - y. In all other cases
we argue by symmetry arguments. Thus - is a total reflection order on
qD having X as a section.
The statement of the previous theorem can be further refined; we need
one more definition.
 < 4DEFINITION. Let X : D. Set X s a g D 'k g Z: a q kd g X .0 0
We define the finite support of X as
Supp X s Span X l D , .  .0 0 0
 .  .and the affine support Supp X of X as the associated affine system, if
 .X / B; if X s B we put Supp X s B.
Theorem 5.4 is indeed equivalent to:
q  .COROLLARY 5.5. Let X : D be finite and set R s Supp X . There
q  q .exists a total reflection order - on D such that X is a section of D , - , if
 .and only if there exist ¨ , w g R such that X s wN ¨ .R
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i jProof. We have only to prove the ``only if'' part. Let X , X , D , and D1 2
 .  .be as in the proof of Theorem 5.4. Set R s Supp X , R s Supp X .1 1 2 2
i j i jThen R : D and R : D . Since D j D is a parabolic subsystem of D,1 2
the same happens, a fortiori, for R j R ; this implies that R j R s R.1 2 1 2
The proof can be finished with the same argument used in Theorem 5.4.
6. ORDERS OF FINITE SECTIONS
In this section we characterize finite sections of total reflection orders as
ordered sets. We say that X : Dq is a section if there exists a total
q  q .reflection order - on D such that X is section of D , - . We denote
by S the set of all sections of Dq. Fix X g S and a total order $ on X.
We ask whether there exists a total reflection order - on Dq such that
$ is the restriction of - to X.
 .  .Let R s Supp X ; by Corollary 5.5, there exist w, ¨ g W R such that
 .  4  .X s wN ¨ . Assume X s x , . . . , x , x $ ??? $ x , and take an S R -R 1 n 1 n
 .reduced expression of ¨ , ¨ s r ??? r , r s r , h g P R .1 n i h ii
 . ªDEFINITION. We say that the sequence x , . . . , x is R -associated1 n
 .  .with wN ¨ , with respect to the S R -reduced expression ¨ s r ??? r , ifR 1 n
x s w h , x s wr h , . . . , x s wr ??? r h . .  .  .1 1 2 1 2 n 1 ny1 n
 . ¤  .Similarly, we say that x , . . . , x is R -associated with wN ¨ , with1 n R
 . ª  .respect to ¨ s r ??? r , if x , . . . , x is R -associated to wN ¨ with1 n n 1 R
respect to ¨ s r ??? r .1 n
Remark that if R s D, then the definition of sequence Rª -associated
 .with wN ¨ , w.r.t. some R-reduced expressions of ¨ , coincides with the
 .previous one of sequence associated with wN ¨ , w.r.t. some reduced
expression of ¨ .
Next assume R s R j R with R and R mutually orthogonal affine1 2 1 2
subsystems of R, or even equal to the empty set. Put X s X l R ,i i
 .  .i s 1, 2; then clearly R s Supp X . Let w, ¨ g W R be such thati i
 .X s wN ¨ . Clearly, w, ¨ can be uniquely written as w s w w , ¨ s ¨ ¨R 1 2 1 2
 .  .with w , ¨ g W R , i s 1, 2; we have X s w N ¨ , i s 1, 2. Giving ani i i i i i
 .  .S R -reduced expression of ¨ is equivalent to giving an S R -reduced1
X X  . Y Yexpression r ??? r of ¨ , an S R -reduced expression of r ??? r of ¨1 m 1 2 1 l 2
 .  X X .  Y Y .and an m, l -shuffle s of r , . . . , r , r , . . . , r . Assume X s¨ 1 m 1 l 1
 4  4y , . . . , y , X s z , . . . , z , y $ ??? $ y , and z $ ??? $ z , so that1 m 2 1 l 1 m 1 l
 .  .  .  .x , . . . , x is a shuffle of y , . . . , y and z , . . . , z . Fix an S R -1 n 1 m 1 l
reduced expression ¨ s r ??? r .1 n
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 .  ª ¤.DEFINITION. We say that x , . . . , x is R , R -associated with1 n 1 2
 .  . ªwN ¨ with respect to ¨ s r ??? r , if y , . . . , y is R -associatedR 1 n 1 m 1
 . X X  . ¤with w N ¨ , with respect to ¨ s r ??? r , z , . . . , z is R -associated1 1 1 1 m 1 l 2
 . Y Y  .with w N ¨ with respect to ¨ s r ??? r and s y , . . . , y ,2 2 2 1 l ¨ 1 m
 ..  .z , . . . , z s x , . . . , x .1 l 1 n
 4  .PROPOSITION 6.1. Let X s x , . . . , x g S, R s Supp X , X s1 n
 .  . qwN ¨ , with w, ¨ g W R . There exists a total reflection order - on D
 .  q .such that x , . . . , x is a section of D , - if and only if there exist R and1 n 1
R such that R s R j R , R and R are mutually orthogonal affine2 1 2 1 2
 .  ª ¤.subsystems of R, unless they are empty, and x , . . . , x is R , R -1 n 1 2
 .  .associated with wN ¨ with respect to some S R -reduced expression of ¨.R
Proof. The ``only if'' part is clear from the proof of Theorem 5.4. We
 .  ª ¤.only sketch the ``if'' part. Assume that x , . . . , x is R , R -associated1 n 1 2
 .  .with wN ¨ with respect to the S R -reduced expression ¨ s r ??? r . LetR 1 n
 .  . X X Y Y¨ s ¨ ¨ , ¨ g W R , ¨ g W R , and let ¨ s r ??? r , ¨ s r ??? r1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 m 2 1 l
 .  .be the S R - and S R -reduced expressions of ¨ , ¨ determined by1 2 1 2
¨ s r ??? r . Let $ be the total order of X defined by x $ x $ ??? $ x ;1 n 1 2 n
 4  4assume X s y , . . . , y and X s z , . . . , z , y $ ??? $ y , and z $1 1 m 2 1 l 1 m 1
??? $ z . By Lemma 5.3, there exists a total reflection order - on Rl 1 1
 .having y , . . . , y as a section; similarly, since the reverse of a total1 m
reflection order is total reflection order, there exists a total reflection
 .order - on R having z , . . . , z as a section. By Proposition 2.1, any2 2 1 l
shuffle of - and - yields a reflection order - on R; clearly it is1 2 R
 .possible to choose such a shuffle as to have x , . . . , x as a section. Then1 n
we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 5.4 and build a total reflection
q  .  .order on D having R, - as a section, hence having x , . . . , x as aR 1 n
section.
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